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Based on measurements of the dynamic viscosity, a strategy is proposed to find an expression that relates the viscosity of an epoxy compound during curing, to the temperature, shear rate, and degree of reaction. It appeared that the dynamic viscosity is a unique function of the effective shear rate (i.e., the product of frequency and strain) over a wide range of frequencies and strains after being corrected for the temperature. The effective shear rate dependence of the viscosity is described with a power law with an exponent that depends on the conversion. The effect of temperature is described with an Arrhenius-type equation with conversion dependent parameters. Differential scanning calorimetry is applied to determine the kinetic equation that is used, in combination with the thermal history, to obtain the conversion during the rheological measurements. The description of the viscosity gives a good prediction of the measured viscosity in the region between melting and gelation of the compound. The theories proposed in the literature to detect the gel point from dynamic experiments are examined. It is found that neither the $G' - G''$ crossover, investigated by e.g., Tung and Dynes, nor the frequency-independence of $\tan(\delta)$, described by Winter, can be used to determine the gel point of the given material. In contrast, the curves of $G'$ against conversion for measurements performed at equal strain but with different thermal histories appear to converge at a conversion of ~18%, which agrees with the gel point determined through extraction experiments.

INTRODUCTION

The materials studied are epoxy compounds used for the encapsulation of Integrated Circuits via a transfer molding process. Highly filled epoxy resins satisfy encapsulation requirements and are, therefore, almost universally accepted. For mathematical modeling of the processing of reactive materials, one needs, apart from the reaction heat and the kinetics, an expression that relates viscosity to temperature, shear rate, and degree of reaction. Furthermore, the gel point, which states a no-flow condition, needs to be determined.

In the literature only limited information can be found concerning the effect of curing on viscosity especially for highly filled (epoxy) compounds. Therefore, in this research a strategy is investigated to find the required expression.

MATERIALS

The epoxy compound studied is a fast-curing commercial compound, supplied by Synres-Almoco, based on a phenol novolac epoxy and hardener. A diglycidylether of tetra bromo bisphenol-A is added to improve the fire-resistance properties. The compound is filled with a combination of crushed silica and quartz for 69 wt%, resulting in a solid volume content of 50%. Further, it contains release agents, carbon black, and other common additives.

REACTION KINETICS

Strategy

For the cure reaction of thermosets, various rate expressions have been proposed in the literature (4–6). To account for the autocatalytic curing of thermosets, Kamal and Sourour (6) suggested the following expression:

$$\frac{da}{dt} = \frac{d\alpha}{dt} = (K_1 + K_2 \alpha^m)(1 - \alpha)^n$$

(1)

in which $n$ and $m$ represent reaction orders. The rate constants $K_1$ and $K_2$ depend on the temperature, according to an Arrhenius expression:

$$K_1 = k_1 \exp\left(-\frac{\Delta E_1}{RT}\right), \quad K_2 = k_2 \exp\left(-\frac{\Delta E_2}{RT}\right)$$

(2)

where $k_1$ and $k_2$ are pre-exponential factors, $\Delta E_1$ and $\Delta E_2$ are activation energies, $R$ is the gas constant and $T$ is the absolute temperature.
For kinetic studies by means of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), it is usually assumed that the total heat of reaction, $dH$, is proportional to the conversion, $\alpha$, of the reactants. The reaction rate then can easily be calculated from calorimetric measurements with:

$$\dot{\alpha} = \frac{d\alpha}{dt} = \frac{1}{\Delta H} \frac{dH}{dt}$$

where $\dot{\alpha}$ is the rate of reaction, $\alpha$ is the conversion, $\Delta H$ is the total heat production at complete cure and $dH/dt$ is the differential heat flow during cure.

To study the cure kinetics by means of DSC, measurements can be conducted under isothermal (time-sweep) or dynamic (temperature-scan) modes [Prime (7)]. For fast curing thermosets, isothermal experiments are inadequate since part of the reaction already takes place during heating of the sample. Therefore, in this study dynamic experiments are performed at different heating rates. By integration of Eq 3 over the total cure-time, the heat of reaction ($\Delta H$) is determined. The fractional conversion ($\alpha(t)$) is likewise calculated by integrating from $t = 0$ to $t = \tau$. In our analysis the trapezoidal-rule is used for numerical integration. For each heating rate a set of data is obtained, containing $T$, $\alpha$, and $\dot{\alpha}$.

The kinetic parameters $k_1$, $k_2$, $\Delta E_1$, $\Delta E_2$, $n$, and $m$ can be determined by fitting $\dot{\alpha}$ to the autocatalytic function of $\alpha$ and $T$, see Eq 1, by a nonlinear least squares program. The results of all dynamic experiments are fitted simultaneously. First, the data are fitted to a simple $n$th-order reaction ($k_2 = 0$). Accordingly, these results are used to initiate the program to fit to the autocatalytic expression.

With the kinetic equation obtained, it is possible to predict the reaction rate and conversion for any temperature-history by numerical integration. In our analysis a $2$nd-order Runge-Kutta integration method is used.

**Experimental**

DSC-measurements are carried out in a Perkin-Elmer DSC-7. Calibration of the calorimeter is conducted for each run, using indium (temperature, enthalpy) and zinc (temperature). Each sample contained 5 to 7 mg of compound, sealed in a sample pan. Measurements at constant heating rate are performed at 5, 10, 20, and 40°C/min, in a temperature range of 50 to 250°C.

**Results and Discussion**

The heat evolved during the reaction of the compound, $\Delta H$, is directly determined by integration of the exothermal peaks from the DSC-measurements shown in Fig. 1 and is found to be 60 J/g. The conversion, calculated according to the method discussed above, is shown in Fig. 2. In Table 1 the final results of the fit are summarized. Since $m$ and $n$ are not integers it is very likely that all variables represent an average of a number of different reactions. With the kinetic variables obtained, the kinetic data are recalculated to check the fit, with satisfactory results (Fig. 3).

**RHEOLOGY**

**Strategy**

The main problem with highly filled, fast curing compounds, is the difficulty to measure steady state viscosities. Capillary viscometry is not possible for different reasons. The most important one is that this method requires the same material all over the capil-
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Fig. 3. Experimental data (symbols) and calculated reaction rate (full line); heating rates: 5, 10, 20, and 40°C/min.

The nonlinear behavior of the viscosity as a function of the shear rate can often be described by means of a power law. We use such an expression to model the effective shear rate dependence. Temperature dependence is described by an Arrhenius equation, and, therefore, the following expression for the dynamic viscosity is adopted:

\[ \eta(T, \omega \gamma_0) = \eta_0 e^{E_v / RT^w (\omega \gamma_0)^n} \]  

The experimental results, reported by Doraiswamy et al. (12), that support this prediction are only available at low shear rates. In this study it is assumed, however, that Eq 5 can be applied in the total region of interest for process modeling, i.e. the region between melting and gelation when high shear rates occur. Consequently, the dynamic viscosity will be modeled as a function of effective shear rate, temperature and conversion.

Early, simple, chemorheological models, as e.g. reviewed by Roller (8), related viscosity (\( \eta \)) to time (t) and temperature (T), but could only describe viscosity under isothermal conditions. The later, somewhat more sophisticated models, as, for example, the models of Tungare et al. (14) and Martin et al. (15), extended these equations, using an integral formulation, allowing the whole temperature history to be taken into account. No knowledge about, or control over, the conversion (\( \alpha \)) as a function of time (t) is assumed. Using independently measured kinetic data, \( \eta(t) \) can be converted into \( \eta(\alpha) \). Lipschitz (16) and Macosko (17) reported a molecular model, using a branching theory, which relates the conversion, \( \alpha \), to the molecular weight (\( M_\alpha \)). These molecular models can only be used when sufficient information is available concerning the components of the compound and the actual reactions that occur during cure.

Unfortunately, commercial molding compounds contain several epoxies and hardeners, and a high content of various additives that might affect the reactions. Therefore, a model based on a molecular analyses is often found to be impracticable.

Another class of models relates viscosity directly to conversion [Castro et al. (18), Frutiger (19), Manzione et al. (20)]. In these models, an Arrhenius type of temperature dependency is assumed with two adjustable parameters. The models differ in their treatment of this curing dependency but all assume that it can be separated from the temperature dependency. Furthermore, these models do not include a shear rate dependency. For filled systems, however, pronounced shear thinning has been observed, by, for example, Macosko et al. (17).

The validity of this law also for filled systems is implicitly assumed by different investigators. Kitano et al. (10) observed, however, that for polyethylene and polypropylene melts filled with various solid particles, the Cox-Merz rule failed when solid volume fractions were larger than 0.1 to 0.2. The dynamic viscosity measured at frequency \( \omega \), is lower than the steady state viscosity measured at a shear rate \( \gamma = \omega \). Applying Cox-Merz would result in a too strong shear thinning behavior. This result is confirmed by Bigg (11) who reported that even at low strains dense suspensions exhibit a large strain dependency. A constitutive relation for highly filled dispersions, a model with a yield stress described by Hookean behavior below and by a Herschel-Bulkley relation above the critical stress, was reported by Doraiswamy et al. (12) who studied a 70 vol% suspension of silicon in polyethylene. Independently, Van den Brule (13) proposed three similar, but more general, constitutive relations containing a yield stress. One of the results of this type of constitutive model is that the dynamic viscosity at different strain levels may, approximately, be made to superimpose if plotted against an effective shear rate, defined as the product of frequency (\( \omega \)) and maximum strain (\( \gamma_0 \)). Furthermore, an equivalence between the steady state viscosity and the dynamic viscosity is predicted:

\[ \eta_\alpha(\gamma) = \eta_\alpha(\omega \gamma_0) \]  
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The material parameters, \( \eta_0 \), \( E_a \), and \( n \), represent the pre-exponential factor, the flow activation energy and the power law exponent, respectively. In case of reacting materials, these material parameters will be, in general, a function of the conversion. Thus, Eq 6 is written as:

\[
\eta(\alpha, T, \omega \gamma_0) = \eta_0(\alpha)e^{E_a/RT}\omega^n(\gamma_0)^n
\]  

(7)

The dynamic viscosity is measured at different heating rates and various frequencies and strains, producing a set of data containing viscosity, temperature, frequency, strain, and time. With the measured thermal history, and using the kinetic equation, obtained from the dynamic DSC-experiments, the conversion at each time can be calculated. Accordingly, the material parameters are determined as a function of conversion by analyzing the data at equal conversion.

**Experimental**

Dynamic viscosity measurements are performed on a Rheometrics Mechanical Spectrometer (RDS II), using a 25-mm-diameter plate-plate geometry. Pellets of the compound are ground into a fine powder, and, subsequently, pressed into 25 mm diameter discs with a height of 1.2 mm. Care is taken not to heat the sample during milling. The pressure used is such that, in the final discs, a specific weight of 1.7 g/cm³ is obtained, equal to the density of the preforms used in the encapsulation process. This proved to be rather important since the density has a large influence on the values measured for the dynamic viscosity. The viscosities are measured at constant heating rates of 2, 5, 10, and 20°C/min at various frequencies and strains.

**Results and Discussion**

In Fig. 4 the dynamic viscosity is plotted vs. temperature, measured at a heating rate of 2°C/min, a maximum strain of 0.25% and frequencies of 1, 10, and 100 rad/s. In Fig. 5 the dynamic viscosity is plotted as a function of temperature, at 20°C/min, 100 rad/s, and strains of 0.25 and 1%. It is clear that the material not only shows a frequency dependence but also a pronounced strain dependence. At a heating rate of 5°C/min, experiments are performed at various frequencies and strains, to determine whether the material follows the predictions of the model of Doraiswamy et al. (12), implying that curves with the same effective shear rate superimpose. In Fig. 6 the dynamic viscosity is plotted against temperature for constant effective shear rate (\( \omega \gamma_0 \)), and indeed, the data for each effective shear rate form a single master curve, in the range between melting and gelation. It is important to note that other predictions of the constitutive model, as proposed by Doraiswamy et al. (12), are not fulfilled. For example, the phase shift \( \delta \) should be a function of the imposed strain: \( \delta = \cos^{-1}[1 - (2\gamma_c/\gamma_0)] \), where \( \gamma_c \) is the strain at yielding. This is not confirmed for the material under consideration.

Using the kinetic equation obtained in section 2.2, at each point of the \( \eta(T, \omega \gamma_0, T) \) curves the conversion can be calculated, and points of equal conversion can be determined. In Fig. 7 the results are shown for the experiments performed at a heating rate of 5°C/min. Over a range of conversions, the dynamic viscosity is plotted against the effective shear rate in Fig. 8. The slope of the isoconversion lines in the double logarithmic plot provides the value of the power law exponent from Eq 7. It is clear that the exponent is not a constant, since it decreases with conversion. The power law exponent is determined as a function of the conversion at each heating rate, see Fig. 9. The differences, due to different heating rates, are neglected and a third order polynomial is fitted on the average values to obtain a description of the power law exponent as a function of the conversion, see Table 2.
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For different values of the effective shear rate the dynamic viscosity was measured at different heating rates (2, 5, 10, and 20°C/min). In Fig. 10 the dynamic viscosity is plotted against the reciprocal temperature for experiments performed at an effective shear rate of 25 s⁻¹. Lines of equal conversion were determined, using the kinetic equation and the given temperature history, and are plotted in Fig. 10 as well (thick lines). The slope of these lines (Eₐ/R) appears to depend on the conversion. Consequently the temperature and conversion dependencies cannot be separated. The conversion dependent flow activation energy Eq 7, is determined by fitting a ninth order polynomial to the average values of the curves shown in Fig. 11. Since the power law exponent was already calculated over a range of conversions, the pre-exponential factor (ηₒ) can be determined as well using an identical procedure (Fig. 12). The coefficients of the polynomials obtained by fitting the conversion dependent factors, can be found in Table 2. Combining the effective shear rate dependence, as described with the power law, with the temperature and conversion dependence, as described with the Arrhenius equation, see Eq 7, a complete description of the dynamic viscosity as a function of effective shear rate, temperature, and conversion is found.

To study the predictive capabilities of the description obtained, the dynamic viscosity of independent experiments are calculated. Using the temperature history of the experiments, the conversion at each time is calculated with the kinetic equation obtained.
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Table 2. Coefficients of Polynomial Fits on the Parameters $E_0(\alpha)$, ln $\eta_0(\alpha)$ and $n(\alpha)$ in the Viscosity Model.

\[
P(\alpha) = c_0 + c_1\alpha + c_2\alpha^2 + c_3\alpha^3 + c_4\alpha^4 + c_5\alpha^5 + c_6\alpha^6 + c_7\alpha^7 + c_8\alpha^8 + c_9\alpha^9
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficients</th>
<th>$E_0$</th>
<th>ln $\eta_0$</th>
<th>$n$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$c_9$</td>
<td>$-2.8944736e+11$</td>
<td>$7.7970068e+08$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_8$</td>
<td>$3.8508879e+11$</td>
<td>$-1.0439793e+09$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_7$</td>
<td>$-2.1489233e+11$</td>
<td>$5.8797321e+08$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_6$</td>
<td>$-1.2642624e+10$</td>
<td>$3.5610406e+07$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_5$</td>
<td>$-1.8352803e+08$</td>
<td>$1.2246353e+03$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_4$</td>
<td>$-4.2140983e+01$</td>
<td>$1.2246353e+03$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_3$</td>
<td>$1.0367610e+04$</td>
<td>$-3.7808040e+01$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_2$</td>
<td>$-4.2472636e+05$</td>
<td>$1.2246353e+03$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_1$</td>
<td>$-2.1489233e+11$</td>
<td>$5.8797321e+08$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_0$</td>
<td>$1.7367610e+04$</td>
<td>$-3.7808040e+01$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The calculation of the dynamic viscosity is started after melting and before gelation of the material ($\alpha_{gel} = 0.18$, see below). The measured viscosity is compared with the calculated viscosity in Fig. 13, and agrees well.

**GEL POINT**

**Theory**

Gelation is of critical importance in the processing of thermosets, since beyond this point the polymer does not flow and, consequently, no longer processable. Gelation does not inhibit the curing kinetics and, therefore, cannot be detected by techniques that are only sensitive to the chemical reaction, such as DSC. The gel point is defined by the conversion at which an infinite molecular network is formed. Prior to gelation, the polymer is soluble, but after gelation both soluble (sol fraction) and insoluble (gel fraction) materials are present [Bidstrup (21)].

As a result of the infinite molecular network formed, the steady state viscosity would become infinite at the gel point. The dynamic viscosity per definition never becomes infinite, however, even after gelation. In the literature various methods have been proposed to determine the gel point, for unfilled amorphous polymers, from dynamic measurements. Tung and Dynes (1) suggested that the $G^\prime - G^\prime$ crossover point corresponds to the gel point. Winter et al. (2, 3), however, argued that the correspondence is only valid for a limited class of network polymers. Different classes are distinguished by their stress relaxation behavior near the gel point. As a consequence, Chambon and Winter (22) proposed a general method for detecting gelation from dynamic experiments. According to this theory, $\tan(\delta)$ is independent of the frequency at gelation, the gel point may be determined by performing experiments at different frequencies. Another method for detecting the gel point from dynamic experiments is proposed by Harran et al. (23). They found that gelation may be detected by the appearance of a shoulder in the $G^\prime$ curve. Further, they observed that the position of this shoulder is not influenced by frequency or strain, supporting the statement of Winter.

In the following, the gel point is determined first by measuring the soluble fraction of samples with a dif-
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Conversion

Fig. 12. Pre-exponential factor vs. conversion, obtained from experiments performed at different effective shear rates. Thick full line: ninth order polynomial fit on the average values.

Viscoelastic Properties Near the Gel Point

To examine if the theories, proposed in the literature to detect the gel point from dynamic experiments, hold for the material under consideration, the dynamic viscosity is studied. Tung and Dynes (1) suggested that the $G'-G''$ crossover corresponds to the gel

Soxhlet Extraction

The amount of sol fraction can be determined through extraction. When the sample is merged into a suitable solvent, all finite molecules will dissolve and diffuse out of the sample. By applying Soxhlet extraction, the solvent is exchanged continuously and eventually no sol fraction will remain. Samples are prepared by curing small amounts of compound on a metal plate in an oven at 90°C for various times. The reaction is stopped by quenching. A small amount of these samples are fully cured in the DSC to determine the degree of reaction. Following the procedure of Bidstrup (21), cellulose thimbles are extracted for 72 h in tetrahydrofuran and then dried under vacuum. The samples with various curing times are placed in a pre-extracted thimble and extracted in tetrahydrofuran for 96 h and dried under vacuum until no further weight loss can be detected. The weight fraction of soluble components ($W_s$) is calculated as follows:

$$W_s = \frac{W_{\text{before extraction}} - W_{\text{after extraction}}}{W_{\text{before extraction}}} \quad (8)$$

In Fig. 14 the soluble fraction of the samples, cured for different times, are shown as a function of the conversion, as determined with DSC-experiments. In the pre-gel region, all molecules are finite and dissolve during extraction. The value for the soluble fraction of 33 wt%, measured in this region, is in reasonable agreement with the fact that, according to the specifications of the compound, 69 wt% of the compound consists of insoluble silica. In the post-gel stage, the soluble fraction decreases with conversion until no more solubles are present. Samples were prepared with a conversion around the point of gelation until the difference in conversion of the last pre-gel sample and the first post-gel sample is less than 5%. The gel point is then defined as the average of the conversion of these two samples, and is found to be located at a conversion of 0.18.
In Fig. 15 $G'$ and $G''$ are plotted against temperature for measurements performed at a heating rate of $2^\circ C/min$, 0.25% strain, and frequencies of 1, 10, and 100 rad/s. It is shown that, despite the identical temperature histories of the experiments, the $G'^G''$ cross-over does not occur at the same temperature and, since the temperature histories are similar, not at the same level of cure.

In Table 3 the conversions at the $G'^G''$ crossover, calculated with the kinetic equation, are listed for all experiments performed. Since gelation should only depend on temperature history, it is clear that the gel point does not correspond with the $G'^G''$ crossover. According to Winter's findings (2, 3), $\tan(\delta)$ is independent of frequency at the gel point. In Fig. 16, $\tan(\delta)$ is plotted vs. conversion. At a conversion of 0.02 the curves cross, and thus in that point $\tan(\delta)$ is found to be independent of the frequency. For other series of experiments, such a point could not be detected unambiguously. Although for a conversion of $\geq 0.18$, the gel point as detected by extraction experiments, some $\tan(\delta)$ curves cross over. Winter's approach seems, however, not consistent for the whole range of experiments performed on this type of materials.

It appears that none of the methods proposed in the literature is capable of detecting the gel point from dynamic experiments for the system used in our study. Probably the high level of additives, especially the high percentage of solid particles, cause the models to fail for the epoxy compound studied.

However, evaluating the dynamic results, we found that above a certain degree of reaction, the storage modulus, $G'$, is no longer a function of frequency or temperature. This is shown in Fig. 17, where $G'$ is plotted against the conversion for dynamic experiments conducted at a maximum strain of 0.25% with various heating rates and frequencies. All $G'$ curves converge after a defined level of cure is reached.

**Table 3. Conversion at the $G'^G''$ Cross-over for the Rheological Measurements Performed at Various Heating Rates, Frequencies, and Maximum Strains.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T-rate [°C/min]</th>
<th>$\omega$ [rad/s]</th>
<th>$\gamma_0$ [%]</th>
<th>$\omega\gamma_0$ [s$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>$\alpha_{cross-over}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.085</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 16.** $\tan(\delta)$ vs. conversion; heating rate of $2^\circ C/min$, $\gamma_0 = 0.25\%$, and $\omega = 1, 10, \text{and } 100 \text{rad/s.}$

It is known that beyond gelation, in the rubbery state, $G'$ is hardly dependent on frequency and temperature (Ferry (24)). Before gelation, however, pronounced temperature and frequency dependencies are to be expected. This means that the conversion at which the curves converge corresponds with the gel point. From Fig. 17 it appears that the conversion at convergence is in reasonable agreement with the gel point as determined through extraction experiments ($\alpha_{gel} = 0.18$). Unfortunately, the transition is not evident enough to serve as an unambiguous technique to detect the gel point. Moreover, the maximum strain influences the $G'$ curve, as shown in Fig. 18, where $G'$...
is plotted against conversion for experiments performed at different strains. The strain dependency illustrates the nonlinear behavior of this crosslinked system.

**CONCLUSION**

A procedure is proposed to find an expression relating the viscosity of a complex epoxy compound during cure, to the temperature, shear rate, and degree of reaction. It appeared that at a constant value of the effective shear rate (i.e. the product of frequency and strain) the dynamic viscosity is identical over a wide range of frequencies, strains, and temperatures. The effective shear rate dependence of the viscosity is described with a power law with an exponent that depends on the conversion. The effect of temperature is described with an Arrhenius-type equation with conversion dependent parameters. Differential scanning calorimetry is applied to determine the kinetic equation, which is used in combination with the thermal history to obtain the conversion during the rheological measurements. The description of the viscosity gives a good prediction of the measured viscosity in the region between melting and gelation of the compound.

The gel point of the highly filled epoxy system is studied using extraction experiments, and by examining the viscoelastic properties near the gel point. In the theories proposed in the literature to detect the gel point from dynamic experiments, it is observed that neither the $G'_G''$ crossover nor the frequency-independency of the loss angle $\tan(\delta)$ can be used to determine the gel point of the system studied. This could be due to the high filling content of solid additives in this compound. However, the curves of $G'$ against conversion for measurements performed at an equal maximum strain appear to converge after a conversion is reached of $\approx 0.18$, which agrees with the gel point determined through extraction experiments.

In this study it is assumed that in the region of interest of process modeling, i.e. the region between melting and gelation of the epoxy compound, an equivalence exists between the steady state viscosity $\eta_s(\dot{\gamma})$ and the dynamic viscosity $\eta_d(\omega \gamma_0)$. This assumption can be validated by using the obtained viscosity model in a numerical simulation of flows that can be compared with experimental results. Such a study was done by Peters *et al.* (25). They found that the behavior of this material is even more complex than the dynamical measurements show. From this combined numerical/experimental study, it appeared that the material already behaved as if it was gelled at a conversion level of 0.03. As this gelling was only seen in flow visualization experiments and not in DSC, DMTA, or extraction experiments, it was called a rheological gelpoint, to contrast with the clearly found chemical gelpoint.

**NOMENCLATURE**

**Reaction Kinetics**

$E_1, E_2$ = Activation energies.
$\Delta H$ = Total heat production during cure.
$K_1, K_2$ = Rate constants.
$k_1, k_2$ = Pre-exponential factors.
$M_w$ = Molecular weight.
$m, n$ = Reaction orders.
$R$ = Gas constant.
$T$ = Temperature.
$t$ = Time.
$\alpha$ = Conversion.
$\dot{\alpha}$ = Conversion rate.

**Rheology**

$E_s$ = Flow activation energy.
$G'$ = Storage modulus.
$G''$ = Loss modulus.
A. B. Spoelstra, G. W. M. Peters, and H. E. H. Meijer

\[ n = \text{Powerlaw exponent.} \]
\[ T = \text{Temperature rate.} \]
\[ \delta = \text{Phase shift.} \]
\[ \eta = \text{Viscosity.} \]
\[ \eta_0 = \text{Pre-exponential factor.} \]
\[ \eta_s = \text{Steady state viscosity.} \]
\[ q = \text{Viscosity.} \]
\[ q_o = \text{Pre-exponential factor.} \]
\[ q_d = \text{Dynamic viscosity.} \]
\[ y = \text{Strain.} \]
\[ \gamma = \text{Strain at yielding.} \]
\[ \gamma = \text{Strain rate.} \]
\[ \omega = \text{Frequency.} \]
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